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   This thesis coordinates and summarizes the theory of the narrative art of the short 
story of classical Chinese, based on analyzing the case study of Pu Songling`s 
Liaozhai, During the process of studying, referring to a series of research results of 
spatial narrative theory on Chinese classical novels. It trying to study the Liaozhai` 
Spatial Narrative Theory by Chinese narrate anamnesis, analyzing its narrative space 
structural and its world picture construction which is coming into being spatial 
narrative, it aims at looking for complete system and final prospect of Liaozhai` 
spatial narrative which is the basic analyzing clue of this thesis.   
    This thesis contains four parts. In the first part, the author discusses the 
composing segmentation of Liaozhai, this is original point of spatial narrative that is 
Liaozhai` features, and analyze specifically the difference between Chinese spatial 
narrative and Western linear narrative, try to find the underlying causes of these. In 
the second part, the author discusses the space structural of Liaozhai, analyzes its 
spatial narrative structural and its character one from the other  frame, linear 
connecting, abjection, and inserted-narration, summarizes the technique of 
spatial narrative. In the third part, the author discusses on the another issue of spatial 
narrative, mainly including texture, narrative technique, dual aesthetics, additionally 
discuss on the other issue which is related to the spatial narrative. In the forth part, the 
author discusses  spatial consciousness and time consciousness of Liaozhai` spatial 
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